Cytogenetic and molecular heterogeneity of 7q36/12p13 rearrangements in childhood AML.
The t(7;12)(q36;p13) is a recurrent abnormality in acute myeloid leukemia (AML) of childhood. The involved gene on chromosome 12 is TEL; the 7q36 partner gene has not been identified. We describe morphologic, molecular and cytogenetic characterization of two cases of 7q36/12p13-associated AML that provide important insights regarding the consequences of this rearrangement. First, the molecular organization of the breakpoint regions differ significantly: one case is a reciprocal 7;12 translocation (RTR); the other has an insertion of 7q into 12p (INS). While 12p13 breakpoints in both patients interrupt TEL intron 1, the centromere to telomere orientation of the 7q36 sequences relative to the TEL sequences are inverted in INS compared to RTR. This difference makes it difficult to postulate a mechanism whereby both patients could produce a common fusion transcript. Further, no evidence was obtained for any TEL-containing fusion transcripts. Finally, we report the first cloning of a 7;12 genomic breakpoint (from RTR) and find that it maps to a site 30 kbp proximal to the HLXB9 gene in 7q36. Together, these data suggest that, unlike most leukemia-associated chromosomal rearrangements, the important consequence of the t(7;12) is likely not the generation of a novel fusion transcript, but instead the inactivation of TEL and/or a gene at 7q36.